15" PANEL MOUNT ALUMINUM BEZEL (MONITOR OR PANEL COMPUTER)

NOTES:

FRONT USB PORT (OPTIONAL)

FRONT DIMMER CONTROL (OPTIONAL)

MONITORS ONLY: FRONT OSD CONTROL (ALSO OPTIONAL ON REAR PANEL)

SEVERAL I/O AND POWER CONFIGURATIONS AVAILABLE

REFERENCE ONLY
15" PANEL MOUNT STAINLESS STEEL BEZELS (MONITOR OR PANEL COMPUTER)

NOTES:

REFERENCE ONLY
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SEVERAL I/O AND POWER CONFIGURATIONS AVAILABLE

FRONT DIMMER CONTROL (OPTIONAL)

MONITORS ONLY: FRONT OSD CONTROL
(ALSO OPTIONAL ON REAR PANEL)
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15" PANEL MOUNT STAINLESS STEEL BEZELS (MONITOR OR PANEL COMPUTER)
15" VESA/WALL MOUNT (MONITOR OR PANEL COMPUTER)

OUTLINE DRAWING, VT150W3

POWER INPUT

M4 THREADS, VESA MOUNT PATTERN

REFERENCE ONLY
15" CONSOLE MOUNT ALUMINUM BEZEL (MONITOR OR PANEL COMPUTER)

NOTES:
- FRONT USB PORTS OPTIONAL
- FRONT OSD CONTROLS (OPTIONAL ON REAR PANEL)
- FRONT DIMMER CONTROL (OPTIONAL)
- SEVERAL I/O AND POWER CONFIGURATIONS AVAILABLE

REFERENCES ONLY
15" CONSOLE MOUNT EXTREME ALUMINUM BEZEL (MONITOR OR PANEL COMPUTER)
15" CHASSIS MOUNT (MONITOR OR PANEL COMPUTER)

VarTech Systems

APPLICATION USED ON
- TOUCH
- POWER
- CM
- PST
- S-VIDEO
- VGA
- DVI

TOLERANCES:
- .XX   = .015
- .XXX = .005
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REVISION HISTORY

ZONE

REV

DESCRIPTION

DATE

APPROVED

1 INITIAL RELEASE 11/23/2009 MLC

2 ADDED HOLE LOCATION DIMENSIONS 1/12/2010 JAC

3 ADD DISPLAY AREA DIMENSIONS 6/16/2010 MLC

OVERALL PANEL WIDTH
OVERALL PANEL HEIGHT
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